
Mr. Jeremy Gunn 
Assassination Records Review Board 
6001E St. NW #208 
Washington, DC 20530 

Dear Jeremy, 

2/4/95 

When you phoned to tell me you have the (lase Open printout I forgot, to tell you 
that the version I have ends at page 778 or 788. I do not know if the disk goes any 
farthur. If it does not if you'll let me know what—gi chapter that is I think I can 
now get the rest retyped. I mean from the rough rough  draft. 

Yesterday I redeived what I was told in the first half of aNEVER AGAIN! after 
copy editing. That was my first knowledge that it had been retyped. There is no point 

my reading it because it has already gone to the printer. I was asked for a couple 
of citations. I Was told that the remainder would be sent yesterday or the day before. 
What is to come includes the Afterword I believe may be of interest to you. I'll be 
able to know when that reaches me if there has been any cutting of what might be of 
interest to you. I'll let you know if it does. 

If when you get a copy it does not include all I told you I had in it on the 
autopsy notes, please let me know the chapter!' if you'll like what was eliminated. 

I do not know that you'll want a copy Lefore it is available in the stores but 
if you do, ask Herman. Graf or Kent Carroll at dartoll & Graf, 260 Fifth ave., New 
York, NT 10001. 

As I believe I told you I have the rough draft of NEVER AGAIN! after editing and 
elimination of what was to be restored and if you have any need for it you are wel-
come to borrow it. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 

Iliskettes and fiynesworth story here today. Thanks. The settlement in that case was 
reached long ago, with announcement awaiting finalizing. So, Um/surptized at the leak. 
Aynesworth does not(41dfer to the depositions plaintiff's counsel took. They I think 
hurt JAMA very much. And all the pathologists and Breo. Aynesworth has. been very much 
a partisan from the first. As you may have heard, he was involved in the early story 
th t Oswald had had some official connection. He denied to me what Hudkins told me. If 
y7 have need to get in touch with kiudkns, he is a ffiend. He testified before the 
Schweiker subcommittee without counsel and asking no immunities, he told me. Sell 
weaker offered him. counsel. Lonnie is a very conserVative.guy who is still newspapering. 


